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Modeling plasma accelerators and application to the acceleration of positrons
Résumé / summary
To unlock the mysteries of the subatomic world and to study matter’s fundamental components and the forces between them,
physicists use particle colliders to smash highly energetic particle beams into one another. But as we push the particle energy of
these colliders even higher, conventional accelerator techniques are attaining their limits and new concepts are emerging. The use
of an ionized gas —or plasma— circumvents the most significant barrier of conventional techniques by increasing the energy
gained per unit length by several orders of magnitude. While plasma accelerators made considerable progress to manage to
accelerate electrons, research on the acceleration of the electron antimatter counterpart, the positron, has only recently yielded
results [1]. This research is however extremely important as it is mandatory to accelerate both electrons and positrons to apply
plasma accelerators to particle colliders. One strategy being studied in the research field of plasma accelerators consists in using a
particle beam (typically made of electrons or positrons), « the driver », to excite a high-amplitude plasma wave [2], that can then be
used to accelerate the main particle beam [3]. One of the key advantages of this strategy is the good energy efficiency [3], which
makes it more appropriate for high energy physics applications, where energy efficiency is critical.
While the recent experimental results [1] have attracted a lot of attention and have opened new opportunities, theoretical and
numerical studies are now necessary to tackle some of the most important remaining challenges in our field of research. During the
internship, the student will work at LOA to develop and implement a numerical Particle-In-Cell code that can simulate and model
the interaction between the particle beams and the plasma. The work will aim at addressing, both theoretically and numerically,
how we can accelerate positrons while preserving the beam quality, in different regimes of plasma wave excitation. During the
PhD, the student will tackle an open and important question and challenge for the field of plasma acceleration: how to generate
ultra-low emittance beams and how to preserve their beam quality during plasma acceleration for both electrons and positrons, and
what are the various tolerances to achieve beam quality preservation, at levels relevant for high energy physics particle collider
applications.
It is strongly preferred that the internship be pursued by a PhD. Both the internship and the PhD will be part of a recently obtained
ERC project (Starting Grant from the European Research Council). In addition to the usual financial support for the PhD from the
graduate school, the student will have a complementary salary funded by the ERC grant.
[1] S. Corde et al., Nature 524, 442 (2015).
[2] I. Blumenfeld et al., Nature 445, 741 (2007).
[3] M. Litos et al., Nature 515, 92 (2014).
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